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M504HB-17HMR: September 29, 2006 
Complete - Exit letter dated: 9/19/06 

M504-17HMR (Sporter) 
The sprote~ version of the 504 will be built in Ilion 
supported by Mayfield until 2500 walnut stocks are used. 
Barrels will rr_ade by Shilen. Only concern is that Shilen does 
not cut the out contour by holding the barrel on centers. 
They requi~e a flat area usually larger ~hac was is supp:ied 
by the M504 Sporter contour. Shilen will try to make the 
contour to print. 

M710 7rmn08 and 308: 
T&P type testing was conducted with no function problems 
except accuracy concerns. A five shot group accuracy test for 
the 7mm08 averaged 2.53" at 100 yards. The specification for 
the 7mm-08 five shoot group with no one groLp bigger than 
2.7" @ 100. We had several groups over 3 inches. The accuracy 
test was conducted again with dif:=erent shooters varying the 
data. Mayfield qualified these guns on a shooting jack. ~heir 
data does not have any one group bigger ~hat 2.6". Bore, 
twist and charr_ber measurements with be completed on test 
guns. The current accuracy spec for a 5 shoot group is Max 
group no g~eater than 2.7") 
Guns were sent back to Mayfield and re-shot from jack. A:l 
guns below spec excent one. 

Note: 
The current production schedule does not show a build tor the 
7mm-08 or 308 in 2006. Mayfield understood something 
different at the PT. Marketing said they woLld take the 7mm-
08 and 308 ASAP. 

New M710 Modular Stock: 
Modeling complete and prototype approvec_ by Marketing as of 
July 12th. Changes from the Zunda prototype include molded 
swivel studs (saved $0.32 per stock), shorter comb cut, plus 
the height of the check piece was reduced. A synthetic 
swivel stud standard swivel stud tensile test was conducted. 
The standa~d rr_etal swivel stud failed 225lbs. The synthetic 
swivel stud failed at 177Lbs of force. A side load test was 
conducted. The metal swivel stud :=ailed at 177lbs while the 
synthetic failed at 107lb. We understand the metal swive: 
stud is different than the synthetic stud we do not know how 
much tensile strength is required. 
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Writer conference M770 stock for a non-functional firearn 
will be shipped to Mayfield from 3-D on October the 4tt to be 
in Maytleld the ~to. 

The Production Tool to be complete in January 07. 

M710 Extractor Change (Jack Kast design) : 
No progress has been made to date. We will put a plan 
toqether and forward it on to you. 

M710 SPL FC: 
Capital approval was obtained. A decision was made not to 
implement the SPL FC in 2007. Reason is unk~own. 

M710 Hard to Carn: 
The new design has been ~rototyped. Five Bolts received. This 
version does help but not as much as hoped. Three (3) Un
harden bar~els were sent to Kellems for modification of the 
lug cut. The front edges of the lug cuts were broken. Barrels 
were sent back to Mayfield to be ~inished oLt. The prototype 
was routed to Mayfield for comments. Ten Mag·num M710 wil_-_ be 
modified as before for a bigger sample group. Then routed to 
all for a decision. 

M597 17HMR Pressure Relief: 
Six (6) M597 with ne'H chamber Extended throat by .090" was 
tested (accuracy, tunction, chamber measurements, etc.) with 
no ill effects. We could not see any effects on accuracy or 
function. The casting reviled that the rifling was not 
completely rerr_oved by the new reamer. Discussions with 
Mayfield will involve making the throat cut on the reamer as 
deep as we can until accuracy is affected 1 etc. 

Note: 
Extendinq the throat for a 17HMR UR barrel yielded a 
reduction in pressure of 1500psi. Increasing· the temperature 
of a 17HMR round to 150 degs will increase the cha~ber 
pressure by 2~00psi. 

M504 Center Fire (22 & 17 Hornet): 
We have shot cne 22 Hornet prototype. lt was found that the 
web thickness for the extractor cuts were 0.010" thicker than 
designed. Live rounds would extract with one gun but dumny 
rounds would not. The barrels were returned to Shilen for 
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repair. We received the repaired barrel5 the 24th cf August. 
The 504 (20) test guns will be built in Sept. 

M798 Synthetic stock: 
The M798 model was a~proved Marketing. A no~-functional 
prototype was made and shipped to Marketing (John F) on 
September the 19th. The prototype incorporated Remington's 
M/700 Light weight stainless fluted barrel. The receiver was 
nickel plated to look like stainless. 
On September 22'~ we received a different fluted ccntour from 
Serbia than the M700 liqht fluted barrel. T~e model will need 
to be modified if new Serbia contour is ~o be used. We have 
not hard f=orn rnarketin~-

M710 Magazine Latch Material change: 
Mayfield issued a Devotion for vendor to change the M710 
magazine latch material from Ultem 100 to GE VALOX 412E 
grater than PET 20% GF. The new material will provide us with 
better solvent resistants. The Drawing change will be 
transmitted along with the M597 chamber cha~ge. 

M710 or M770 22-250 
Cost estimate was received from Mayfielc (see attachment) for 
the production requirement for adding a 22-2.'."10, . 22 3 Rem, 
270WSM, 7mm WSM, 300WSM, 7mm SARUl'1, and 300 SAHUJ'1. 
We so not believe we will have to change the magazine tor the 
22-250. It is possible that the WSM and larger calibers will 
require a new magazine, ~ox bottom, follower and spring. 
We are cur=ently working with May~ield for a Tirneline. If we 
go by what was done for the M710 Short Action the timing may 
look like the following: 

Barrel work: 12wks 
Maqazine P=otctype tool & Test 16wks 
DAT 4 wks 
Production Magazine Tool & Gage 12wks 
T&P 2 wks 

Total = 34 to 46wks Depending if Magazine work is needed. 
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